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Election judges at the Missoula courthouse estimated that they received around 300 absentee ballots on Monday and expected the rest of the week to follow
suit. Voters wishing to cast an absentee ballot may only do so at the courthouse between now and Election Day.

Campus groups encourage
last-minute voter registration
TY HAMPTON
MONTANA KAIMIN
Effective as of this fall,
Montanans can now register to
vote through Monday, the day
right before election day. With less
than a week left in the campaign
season, University of Montana
student groups are pushing to register as many students as possible.
Registering to vote on campus
ended Oct. 10, but students and
Missoula residents who still intend
to vote in next Tuesday’s election
can register at the courthouse,
ASUM student political action
director Matt Filer said.
Filer reported ASUM and
MontPIRG would be doing a
“dorm storm” this weekend going
door-to-door in dorms to inform
students about the election and the
expanded registration period
decided on in the last legislative
session. Representatives from the

groups will hit the University
Villages as well.
Denver Henderson, College
Democrats chapter president, said
his group has realized the importance of getting students involved
in the election from the beginning
and has been leading efforts to
register students since the first
week of the semester. Henderson
said throughout the fall, his group
has had a table in the University
Center, representatives with clipboards on the Oval and representatives addressing large classes on
campus to get the word out.
“We collected and sent in
around 60 voter registration cards
when it was all said and done,”
said Henderson.
Will Self, president of Montana
College Republicans, could not be
reached for comment on his
group’s campaign action and voter
registration efforts.
Henderson noted another
altered detail of this year’s elec-

tion dealing with absentee ballots.
If someone chooses to fill out an
absentee ballot this year, they will
receive absentee ballots for subsequent elections in the future as
long as they live at the same
address, Henderson said.
The Lee State Bureau reported
Tuesday that a record numbers of
Montanans are requesting absentee ballots for the Nov. 7 general
election. The article said that nearly one of every six Montana voters
had asked for an absentee or early
ballot by the close of the business
day Friday, according to unofficial
totals from the secretary of state’s
office. The report said that 56,453
of the 101,189 absentee voters
have already mailed back their
ballots or cast their votes at a
county courthouse.
“The importance of the absentee
ballot can not be understated,”
Henderson said. “With voter

See VOTER, Page 12

The University of Montana
Foundation is moving forward with
its purchase of the Highlands Golf
Club, UM president George
Dennison said Tuesday.
Dennison spoke Tuesday with
Highlands
owner
Richard
Hoffmaster, and both men said the
deal is nearing completion.
The deal – which has not yet been
finalized – would be part-donation,
part-sale, with the UM Foundation
paying about $500,000 for the property, Dennison said.
UM is acquiring the course to
replace the south campus golf
course, which will probably be used
for academic buildings and new student housing in the future. Both
courses are nine-hole courses.
Some members of the community,
including members of the Mount
Sentinel Women’s Golf Association,
are opposed to the switch in courses,
saying the Highlands course is too
steep for older members to comfortably walk.
However, Dennison said the
course would benefit students who
enjoy playing at a smaller venue than
the standard 18-hole course.
“The University has no obligation
to maintain a golf course for the benefit of the community,” Dennison
said.
When asked what the women’s
golf group could do if the south campus course disappears, Dennison
said, “They’ll have to decide that for
themselves.”
Before the deal is finalized, UM
will have to review the details of the
deal, and also make sure nothing is
wrong with the property. Hoffmaster
did not want to talk about the details
of the deal, saying he did not want to
misspeak on a deal in progress, but
said more details would probably be
available next week.

UM to replace carpet in students’ mold-ridden apartment
ZACH FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
The University of Montana is
escalating its war against the mold
in UM student Aricka Turner’s
apartment in Lewis & Clark
Village.
For months, Turner says, mold
in the apartment has been making
her sick, and for months, the UM
Residence Life Office has been
trying to eradicate it. UM staff
have made at least five trips to the
apartment and steam-cleaned the
carpets twice, but tests conducted
by UM and the media continue to
reveal mold in the air.
Now, Turner and her roommate
are moving to another apartment
while UM personnel replace the
carpet and, if necessary, sections
of drywall, in an attempt to entirely clear out the mold, according to

a press release issued Monday.
The mold, a strain known as
Stachybotrys chartarum, was initially discovered when the residents moved a couch in the living
room. It had been growing in a
section of carpet that was damp
because of a leaky pipe.
That particular type of mold is
fairly common, said Chris Boesen,
a mold inspector in Los Angeles.
It grows slowly, and typically
becomes a problem only if moisture exists continually for two
weeks or more, he said. The mold
is not necessarily dangerous, he
said, though it can be for those
with allergies.
“I’m not a believer in toxic
mold,” Boesen said. “All molds
are toxic if you’re allergic to it.”
Nonetheless, it’s important to be
thorough when dealing with an
indoor mold infestation, he said.

That means removing it, not just
killing the mold. Dead mold can
aggravate allergies just as much as
live mold can, he said.
“I compare it to a cat,” Boesen
said. “If you’re allergic to cats,
you’re still going to have a problem when it leaves, because it’s
leaving behind the hair and dander
that aggravate the allergies.”
Mold thrives on drywall or fabric, he said, and can’t simply be
cleaned off. The infested material
has to be replaced.
That’s why UM is replacing the
carpets, said Dan Corti, executive
director of UM Environmental
Health and Risk Management.
“Initially we tried to extract it
from the carpet, and that’s a reasonable first step,” Corti said. “I
think most mold inspectors would
agree with that.”
Corti said it doesn’t appear that

water soaked into the walls, but he
said inspectors would remove the
bottom few inches of drywall to
make sure that no mold remains
inside the walls, and will replace

How to avoid the mold:
Mold is rarely a problem in
Montana because the air is usually
too dry for mold to thrive, said Dan
Corti, executive director of UM
Environmental Health and Risk
Management.
Still, mold can grow indoors anytime an area remains damp. Once
mold is there, it’s hard to remove.
Here are some steps to avoid a mold
infestation.
• Clean up spills. Water can soak
into carpet, upholstery or padding,
providing a potential home to mold.
Some strains can grow into a problem in as few as 48 hours.

w w w. m o n t a n a k a i m i n . c o m

the drywall if necessary. UM does
not plan to replace the furniture,
which doesn’t seem to have been
wet, Corti said.
• Repair leaky pipes, or anything
else that allows moisture to get
where it shouldn’t be. Even a shower stall that allows some water to
escape can provide enough consistent moisture for mold to take root.
• Use a moisture sensor to check
for leaks inside of walls if a problem
is suspected. Moisture sensors are
available at hardware stores, and
Residence Life may be able to conduct tests in student housing.
• Check the basement occasionally for leaking pipes.
• Deal with moisture problems
quickly. In the case of mold, an
ounce of prevention is worth tons of
cure.
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E d i to r i a l
UM’s top priority is students,
not community

A war-torn nation falling apart

When considering the proposed development of the University of
Montana golf course, also known as south campus, it’s important to
keep something in mind: the point of a university is to educate, and
its first responsibility is to its students.
Though nothing is certain, UM President George Dennison’s
announcement Tuesday that plans are progressing for UM to buy the
Highlands Golf Club in the South Hills make it seem likely that UM
will soon have two courses on its hands. The most likely course of
action after that is for new academic buildings to start sprouting on
the south campus instead of here on the main campus, which is
already feeling a bit cramped with all of the new construction.
This is as it should be, but many golfers around Missoula won’t
like it. Though UM will still offer a nine-hole course, by building on
south campus it will decrease the number of public courses in
Missoula and could cause crowding. And many of the older golfers
who play the current, flat UM course argue that they won’t be able to
walk the hillier Highlands course.
Both are unfortunate consequences of the move, but all we can say
is tough luck. For it’s the students who pay tuition at UM and they do
so not to fund a bunch of seniors’ retirement fun, but to learn. And as
fun as class on the Oval can be on sunny days, academic buildings
are necessary for education.
Imagine going to a class one day and finding that the room has
been commandeered for a community Pilates workshop. The administration found that to be more important than your education and it
sucks to be you.
Then imagine you walk onto the Oval, looking to play catch, but a
senior citizens center has been erected and there’s no room. Oh well,
that’s the way the administrators think it should be.
Sounds absurd, but its essentially what would be happening if
maintaining the current UM course was prioritized over the need for
more academic buildings. Students’ needs must be the top concern of
UM officials.
Besides, UM already does a lot for the community. Many locals
would have a serious hole in their lives if it weren’t for Griz athletics. And the boost to the economy provided by the thousands of students each year is substantial, as is the cultural enrichment that
comes with being a university-town.
By purchasing the Highlands course, UM would also be making
the best of the situation by ensuring that low-cost golf would remain
available. And at just $500,000 – a lot less than many houses in the
University area – UM would be foolish not to buy the Highlands
course.
As Dennison said Tuesday, “The University has no obligation to
maintain a golf course for the benefit of the community.” What it
does have is an obligation to provide the students with sufficient educational facilities, and the plan currently in the works would do just
that.
– Peter Bulger,
editor
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should be
about 700 words. Please include contact phone number
when submitting letters and guest columns. Please e-mail both

It seemed to be a day of omens. A dream that we
were attacked; a man giving me a “praise Jesus”
sticker, saying I would need his blessing; a group of
pick-pockets surrounding Lindsey in an attempt to
steal her money, which would in turn prevent the trip
due to lack of funds; a man boarding our tro-tro as it
left and preaching the gospel, saying we’ll only be
saved if we give our lives to Jesus.
We spent less than twenty-four hours in Côte
d’Ivoire. Only three people – Lindsey, Brian, and I –
made the trip. Others committed to go, were excited
even. But what happened in the planning stages of
the first two trips to the warring country happened
again. Everyone except the three of us backed out,
even a French-speaking local from Benin. Perhaps it
was because Côte d’Ivoire is one of the few countries
on the State Department’s travel warning list and
they “strongly discourage” any non-essential travel
to the country. Maybe it was the look on the face of
our adviser in Ghana when we told her we were
going to go. But, more than anything, I’ll bet it was
the nervous chuckles of the local Ghanaian students,
who upon asking our plans for the weekend and finding out our destination, rolled their eyes and said,
“And you don’t speak French?” Oh well. We went
anyway (sorry Mom).
From the first step onto Ivorian soil, it was clear it
was a country apart from the relatively stable Ghana.
Corruption was everywhere, things were falling
apart. We were detained at the border for three hours
because we didn’t have visas, as if the customs officers didn’t know Americans don’t need visas to visit
the country. We were shuffled around the Ivorian
border post, into a custom office to be questioned,
outside to sit and watch people pass, to the street to
be hassled. Finally they allowed us through. We were
swamped by countless Ivorian men who were yelling
and fighting over which car we would get in. We
picked one, got in quick and tried rolling up the windows. Several men grabbed the car and thrust their
arms in the open windows. We demanded the driver
to leave for our destination at once. As the car sped
up, men slowly released their grips and the screams
for money and demands for tips (tips for what?)
slowly faded into the distance. We thought we were
clear—until we hit the first roadblock and were
pulled out of our car.
Armed Ivorian soldiers led us to a bamboo outpost
and demanded identification and an explanation of
why we were there. We spoke no French and they
spoke little English. After ten minutes we finally
communicated we were tourists (as if that wasn’t
clear). One of the soldiers spurted out with a slight
chuckle, “Don’t you know we are in the middle of a
war?” We only nodded. A substantial bribe was then
demanded for a note written in French by the head
post man, which he said would get us through the rest
of the roadblocks (yeah right). As we pulled out our

money, a bus from Abidjan rolled up and people filtered into the office. “Put your money in your pockets,” a soldier said beneath his breath, attempting to
eliminate the possibility of witnesses. In the mass of
confusion and people, we slipped out with the note
and our money.
The note, surprisingly, worked its magic, and
although we were stopped at all seven roadblocks on
the way to Grand Bassam, we were not once again
detained. Bassam, once hailed as a retreat for the
rich, upon arrival, was in shambles and nearly deserted. Southern Côte d’Ivoire hasn’t seen the fighting,
but it has seen the economic crash. Most of the
resorts are broken down and gone, restaurants boarded up. The colonial architecture is beautiful only
because you can see what it used to look like. These
buildings, most of which are collapsed in on themselves, just barely allow one to see the former
grandeur. The landscape of the country is beautiful.
The beach we stayed at was beautiful. But war has
ripped the country in half and the government, like
Grand Bassam, is in shambles.
We were in no real danger outside of the threat of
scams and bribes, which are only dangerous to one’s
wallet. UN peacekeepers and government troops
occupy the south of Côte d’Ivoire, where we traveled. But it was the first time I had ever been to a
country in the midst of a very real war, even if it was
at a relative standstill with only scattered conflict. It
was an experience in stark contrast to what I have
seen and done so far in Africa. I was not forced to
look into the starving face of any child and little time
was allowed for pondering any other injustice. Most
of my thought and energy was devoted to worrying
about roadblocks and street scams. It isn’t until now,
safely back in Ghana, that I have the energy to sit
down and think, “What is it like to live there?”
– Ian Bassingthwaite is a creative writing major
studying abroad in Ghana

Beermile poorly attended,
records poorly documented

to letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off
in Journalism 107.

Want the whole campus to see
what an amazing photographer
you are?
The Montana Kaimin needs a
new photographer ASAP and is
now accepting applications!

M ONTANA K AIMIN

The Montana Kaimin, in its 109th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.umt.edu or drop them off
in Journalism 107
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I am amazed by the delusion of
alumnus Dickie Bishop, represented in his letter to the editor
printed Wednesday, Oct. 25. First
off, I stand by my report of the
results. UM runners’ beermile
has not only been poorly attended,
try three competitors in 2004, but
has been likewise poorly documented. I ask for the cross country team to drop their insistence
upon these urban legends.
Claiming that Antony Ford, my
roommate at the time, ran a 5:20
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beermile is ridiculous. The world
record for this event is 5:40! Mr.
Bishop’s claims continue a line of
spectacular reports of worldrecord-paced finishes that began
with Craig Steward claiming a
solo 5:42 in 2004. This time was
also deemed “unofficial” by
Beermile.com authorities.
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Every year the triathlon team
attempts to get UM runners to
come out and demonstrate their
running and drinking prowess,
with little luck.
Mr. Bishop, I would think that
you should understand the responsibility of reporting erroneous
and slanderous information as a
journalism
major. Next year,
come out and race with us, rather
than attempting to feed a weak
UM running “tradition” from the
comfort of your couch.
– Jeffrey Cincoski,
senior, psychology
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Discussion of anti-Semitism
necessary in academia
Last Thursday’s Kaimin had an
article about Josef Joffe, the most
recent President’s Lecture Series
speaker, in which he expressed his
opinion about Stephen Walt’s
position on U.S. foreign policy in
regard to Israel. Joffe’s words are
worth repeating, since he
explains, with remarkable succinctness, why some of us were
distressed by the University’s
choice to invite Walt here to
spread his views.
Editor of Germany’s largest
weekly newspaper, Die Zeit,
Joffe’s primary expertise is in U.S.
foreign policy and the Middle
East. He says about Walt: “I think
his analysis is unfounded on facts,
displays an uninformed under-

Letters
to the editor
standing of the Israeli-American
relationship and smells of the
darkest of creeds, anti-Semitism,
because it uses three of the classical themes: omnipotence of the
Jews, conspiracy, and double-loyalty ... (Meirsheimer’s and Walt’s)
views are not only distasteful, but
factually and analytically wrong.”
Opposition to Walt, whose
views, as Joffe claims, are blatantly anti-Semitic, was met on campus with either indifference or
condemnation – as if the issue of

Letters
anti-Semitism was inappropriate
to have been raised at all. As
someone who has fought academic anti-Semitism for half of a century, I continue to believe that to
avoid the issue of anti-Semitism is
to be in denial about the perniciousness and pervasiveness of
anti-Semitism throughout 2,000
years of history; resurging in the
modern world with Iran’s threat to
wipe Israel off the map and finding voice even in the world of academia. What Joffe calls the “darkest of creeds,” even when clothed
in the guise of scholarship, must
be opposed wherever it appears.
– Robert Pack,
adjunct assistant professor of
English

Criticism of Drake, Walt sary, a speaker with an opposing of the U.S. Army who fought in
view should have balanced his the first Iraq War. Mayer goes on
unfounded, slanderous
I find it infuriating that the
Kaimin is allowing itself to be
used as a vehicle unfounded and
slanderous accusations against
Presidential Lecturer Stephen
Walt and series co-coordinator,
professor Richard Drake. In a
campaign of letters, professors
Mayer, Pack, Justman and Frey
have maliciously slandered the
scholarship and integrity of Walt
and Drake without presenting one
supporting fact. Hardly the behavior one would expect of university
scholars.
On Oct. 26, the Kaimin provided Mayer with a forum for his
fact-less slander campaign. Mayer
said if Walt’s visit was truly neces-

controversial and disputed opinions.” However, neither Mayer,
Pack, Justman nor Frey bothered
to attend the lectures and debate
Walt point-for-point. Mayer criticizes Drake “with the lack of
judgment with bringing out someone whose scholarship doesn’t
match the rest of the series.” Walt
teaches at The John F. Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard
University. Someone must respect
his scholarship. Mayer goes on to
attack professor Drake for his lack
of “balance” because he invited
Andrew Bacevich, who is critical
of U.S. policy in Iraq, to speak last
year. Bacevich graduated from the
U.S. Military Academy at
Westpoint and is a retired Colonel

to say, “I think in recent years the
program has reflected more his
own (Drake’s) political views. It
does reflect a heavy slant toward
one side.” It is difficult for me to
understand how the lectures by
Cynthia Prossinger on Gustav
Klimt in February 2005, or
Wladimir Krysinski’s “Goethe’s
Idea” in March 2006, or Eugene
Ulrich on “The Impact of The
Dead Sea Scrolls” on Oct. 9, or
the upcoming lecture by Judith
Meyer on “Birthplace of Rivers,”
on Nov. 14, advance professor
Drake’s political agenda.
– Richard Paup,
Hamilton, Mont.
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to

accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.
If we find a factual error we will correct it.

Dornblaser citations not
written for lack of permit
In response to Mr. Gordon’s letter
to the editor published Oct. 26, yes,
citations are issued at Dornblaser
Park-N-Ride lot for safety violations. Vehicles are not required to
have a parking permit. You did see a
parking enforcement officer writing
citations on a vehicles parked
improperly. As you may have
noticed the parking lot is set up with

Unqualified Kaimin staff
What qualifications, exactly,
does one need to possess to write
for the Kaimin? I mean, if it’s a
tinge of high school idealism, coupled with a refreshingly large lack
of knowledge, then you guys have
all the bases covered! Congrats,
and here’s to confirming suspicions of UM’s crappiness all the
while. I mean seriously. Pat
Duganz’s article on the border
fence, are you kidding? Pat,
Bush signed that law, he didn’t
write it, nor did he propose it:
Congress did, so maybe your beef
should be with the elected representatives of this country, not the
moron who went along with them.
I don’t know if your journalism
major requires “Intro to Synapse
Firing,” but I think you might
want to take it for personal benefit. Don’t get me wrong, hating

Get out and vote next week
VOTE! ELECTION DAY IS
TUESDAY, NOV. 7. VOTE!
VOTE! ABSENTEE BALLOTS CAN BE CAST AT YOUR
LOCAL ELECTIONS OFFICE.
VOTE!
If you are not currently registered to vote, you can still register
and vote up to and on Election
Day Tuesday, Nov. 7. Find out
where to register and vote in your
county seat on the Web at
http://sos.state.mt.us/ELB/Voter_I
nformation.asp#absentee.
CAST YOUR BALLOT at your
local election office. Bring identification and avoid casting a provisional ballot. MAKE SURE
YOUR VOTE COUNTS!
Congress needs to restore its
checks and balances duty on an
out-of-control president. Stand
up for your constitutional rights.
Invest in renewable energy at
home and bring our troops abroad
back home.
VOTE! Jon Tester for U.S.
Senate visit http://testerforsenate.com.
VOTE! Monica J. Lindeen for the
U.S. House of Representatives visit
http://www.lindeen.net/index.html.
“Pervasive fraud” has infected

Duganz rips off Colbert
As I read Pat Duganz’s “Letter
from the Freedom Fence,” I felt an
overwhelming sense of déjà vu.
Where had I heard this satirical,
mock-conservative style before?
After much consideration (actually,
only a few seconds worth), I realized
where: The Colbert Report. Being a
great admirer of Mr. Colbert, I find it
upsetting that someone would try to
pawn off his unique, entertaining

specific directional traffic flow. We
have responded to complaints of
vehicles pulling through parking
spaces so when they exit the space
they are exiting into one-way traffic
going the wrong way. Public Safety
financially supports the Park-NRide parking lot and encourages its
use, but we are still responsible for
safety.
– Shelley Harshbarger,
public safety office manager
on Bush is fun, but there are plenty of valid ways to do so, you
don’t need to invent more. And
Eleena Fikhman’s article. Sorry
ma’am, but do you live in the real
world? Have you ever been
employed? Do you have regular
contact with your species?
Despite our mutual distaste of asskissers, the awful truth is that if
you learn one thing in college, it is
that kissing ass is the way the real
world works. I know idealism is
fun, and that thinking your college
degree actually means something,
but suck it up. So sorry, but people tend to be morons, not
“weighers” of merit. Now if
you’ll excuse me, I need to finish
up my shocking editorial: “Halfassed Journalism, the American
Legacy.”
– Todd Wojtanowicz,
history
three ballot initiatives I-154, CI97 and CI-98 brought to Montana
by out-of-state ideologues. Read
the news story on the Web at
http://www.billingsgazette.net/arti
cles/2006/10/27/news/state/20initiatives.txt . Any person who
tries to fraudulently manipulate
our right to self-govern is a big
loser and deserves to lose big
time.
VOTE! Against Initiative 154
and Constitutional Initiatives 97
and 98.
Two ballot initiatives deserving
your vote are initiatives 151 and
153. These citizen initiatives
would boost minimum wages of
Montana’s working families and
stop the corrupt revolving door of
Montana public officials cashing
in their public service for private
gain upon leaving office. It’s
high-time that wages for working
people keep up with the cost of
living. Public servants should
spend more time serving the people and less time serving greedy
corporate interests.
VOTE! For initiatives 151 and
153.
SPREAD THE WORD! GET
OUT THE VOTE!
–Darrell Geist
style as his own. Does Mr. Duganz
realize that The Report is extremely
popular among college students, and
that a majority of people at this university have probably seen it at least
once? Apparently not. I don’t question Mr. Duganz’s technical ability
as a writer, but simply his ability to
come up with his own material
when faced with a deadline.
– Jason Squires,
freshman, general studies
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Blue Cross Blue Shield sole UM provider, but most opt out
JACOB BAYNHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Tucked away in a cupboard in
the corner of administrator Rick
Curtis’ office in the Curry Health
Center is a written bid from an
insurance company. When the
University of Montana’s student
insurance plan went up for bid in
the spring of 2005, there were
seven serious offers being considered. The one in Curtis’ office is
the winner, from Blue Cross Blue
Shield, and covers six campuses in
the Montana University System. It
fills three binders and stands a
foot tall. It will be in Curtis’ cupboard at least until 2008, and if
renewed, possibly until 2012.
Throw a dart at a pie chart of
group health insurance providers
in the state of Montana and your
odds are pretty high of hitting
Blue Cross Blue Shield. The company claims the highest market
share of Montana health insurance. In the group insurance market, the category in which its contract with UM falls, Blue Cross
Blue Shield pulls in more than
$250,000 each year in total premiums, or 50.9 percent of the market
share. The company provides
insurance for Montana university
campuses in Missoula, Bozeman,
Butte, Billings, Dillon and Havre.
But despite Blue Cross’ size, the
decision wasn’t obvious, says Jim
Mitchell, director for Student
Health Services at Montana State
University. Mitchell represented
MSU in the Montana universities’
bidding process in 2005.
“There was a time when Blue
Cross Blue Shield was the only
game in town, but that’s not true
anymore. There’s competition, and
that’s a good thing,” Mitchell said.
Health service representatives
from the six campuses selected the
Blue Cross Blue Shield plan from
several
viable
contenders,
Mitchell said. The contract will
remain with the company until the
next review in 2008, and if
approved, can be renewed for two

Group health insurance market shares in Montana

two-year extensions.
But with the sliding scales of
premiums and deductibles and the
grand balancing act of quality and
coverage that defines the insurance industry, what makes Blue
Cross Blue Shield’s plan the right
choice for Montana’s university
students?
“I believe the student insurance
plan is a good plan,” Curtis said.
“If you can find one of equal or
lesser value with the same coverage, buy it.”
The Blue Cross Blue Shield
plan, in fact, only covers the 32
percent of the student population
who elect to have it, Curtis said.
The remaining 68 percent, it is
presumed, are covered under their
parents’ insurance plans, or an
individual plan. UM requires that
all students be covered by a health
insurance policy.
Because Blue Cross Blue Shield
controls all six contracts, the student insurance plan at UM is identical to that of the other five
Montana campuses, with a few
significant exceptions.
Students at MSU, for example,
pay a $702 premium each semes-

ter (about $90 more than students
at UM) but for their extra money
they receive benefits at the pharmacy. MSU students have the
advantage of billing Blue Cross
Blue Shield directly for the medicines they purchase at the campus
pharmacy, while UM students
must pay the entire cost upfront
before submitting a claim and
waiting to be reimbursed for 70
percent of the bill.
Curtis explains that UM lacks
this option because of its cost. He
said that the chief complaint he
receives about the student insurance plan is that the price of the
premium and the addition of few
benefits at the pharmacy is not
worth $180 more each year.
“While there are some people that
have higher medical costs … that’s
not the majority,” he said. “I mean
it’s a judgment call, but if I got 10
random students in here … most
people would want the $180.”
Moreover, Curtis said that the
Curry Health Center pharmacy is
managed as a retail establishment
by the School of Pharmacy.
“They haven’t built those conduits into insurance,” he said.

But that doesn’t seem to be the
case with other student insurance
plans at regional universities.
The University of Idaho’s student insurance plan is contracted
to MEGA Life and Health
Insurance Co., out of Dallas,
Texas. Under that plan, students
pay a $596 premium per semester.
Their deductible is $250, the same
as UM’s, but after that is paid,
their co-payment (the percentage
of medical costs the student must
pay) is 20 percent compared to
UM’s 30 percent. Idaho’s plan
includes a pharmacy benefit program that asks of students a maximum co-pay of $20 for generic
drugs, and covers 50 percent of
the costs of brand name drugs
over $30. The school’s annual stop
loss, however, the maximum outof-pocket expenditures before the
insurance company picks up 100
percent of further bills, is set at
$20,000, compared to $5,000 at
UM.
Student insurance at the
University of Colorado is also
covered by MEGA Life and
Health Insurance. Premiums in
this plan are $875 per semester,

with a $200 deductible outside of
the campus health center. This
plan also includes a direct benefit
program at the pharmacy, where
students are only asked for 50 percent of the cost of their medicines,
up to a $2,000 maximum, whereupon full payment is required.
Colorado’s plan includes a
$50,000 annual limit on the financial help provided by the insurance company for each injury or
illness. This limit is $100,000 at
UM. The University of Colorado
plan has no maximum out of
pocket expenditure.
Each year UM pays close to
$2,000 to be a member of an advocacy group called the American
College Health Association.
ACHA sets guidelines for universities adopting a health insurance
plan, standards they see as suggestions rather than enforceable rules.
“If you look at the principles,
they’re pretty general,” said
Mitchell.
Of the 10 standards, several
include an active student involvement in the insurance selection
and monitoring process. Like
many regional universities, UM
has a Student Health Advisory
Committee, which meets once a
month. Curtis said the committee
brings to him health issues that are
in the students’ interests, but
admitted their role is limited,
especially when it comes to the
insurance bidding process.
“It’s not really a lot of student
involvement,” he said.
Curtis said the Curry Health
Center keeps a log of student complaints and reviews them periodically to gain insight into how the
student population feels about
UM’s health care.
Continually rising premium
costs are at the top of the complaint list, Curtis said.
“I tell students, ‘shop around,’”
he said. “No product meets everybody’s needs.”

Under ‘honor system,’ alternate-policy claims go unverified
JACOB BAYNHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Every semester, when registering for classes, each University of
Montana student is directed to the
same Web page on Cyberbear,
offering the choice to elect or
waive the University’s default
Blue Cross Blue Shield student
insurance plan. Approximately 32
percent elect for the plan. The
remainder waive it, because they
are already covered by an alternate policy.
Or are they?
Although UM requires that all
students be covered by health
insurance, it does not ask for any
proof of coverage if a student
chooses to waive the Blue Cross
Blue Shield plan. The Cyberbear
page that prompts a decision on
insurance includes a disclaimer
that it is a violation of the student
conduct code to waive the default
plan without having alternate coverage.
But according to Deena
Carpenter, the student insurance
representative at Curry Health
Center, the University relies on
the “honor system” to ensure students aren’t slipping by without

health coverage.
Many students may begin college still covered under their parents’ insurance plans, but find that
when they turn 21 or 23, they are
kicked off the plan because of
their age.
A recent report indicates that the
college-age group of 19-to-25year-olds in Montana is more than
twice as likely to be uninsured as
others – 39 percent of the group
has no health coverage at all.
When asked how this rate may
apply to a university campus, the
author of the report, Steve
Seninger of UM’s Bureau of
Business and Economic Research,
said he’s “not willing to say it’s
definitely much lower.”
Currently, about 25 percent of
American public universities and
almost all private universities
require students to have health
insurance. This idea is endorsed
by the insurance guidelines of the
American
College
Health
Association, of which UM is a
due-paying member. But the
ACHA also suggests that universities require students to show proof
of their insurance. The University
of Idaho, which claims to be one
of the only universities in the West
to fully comply with the ACHA’s

guidelines, asks students to file a
waiver form that gives details of
their alternate insurance plan. UM
has no such policy.
Rick Curtis, administrator for
UM’s Curry Health Center, says
that this is because a student could
show him details of an alternate
plan and then cancel that coverage
the next day. It is simply not practical to be continuously checking
up on the students who waive the
Blue Cross Blue Shield plan, he
said.
“If someone chooses to violate
the student conduct code … these
consequences affect the student,”
he said. “I know universities
across the country struggle with
this.”
Curtis said he has dealt with
uninsured students “on a limited
basis.” He estimated that 5 percent
to 7 percent of UM students are
uninsured and said he has met
with around 5 such students in the
past year.
Curtis’ explanation as to why a
student would choose to not buy
health insurance cuts no corners:
“Cost,” he said.
A recent report by Families
U.S.A. shows health insurance
premiums to be rising 4.3 times
faster than incomes in Montana.

“Health care is expensive, and
that’s not right, that’s not wrong; it
is,” Curtis said.
Seninger said one can add at
least 10 percent to the uninsured
rate to account for the underinsured. He said for individuals with
inadequate health care coverage, a
single medical situation could be
catastrophic.
“Is this really health insurance,
or some kind of financing system?” Seninger asked. “Is it really
providing economic assistance? If
their policy puts them in an economically unsustainable position,
then do they really have insurance?”
Seninger said that unexpected
medical emergencies account for
half of the household bankruptcies
declared nationally each year.
“A major health event could be
the thing to put a family in a financial crisis more than anything
else,” he said.
The business potential for this
large pool of uninsured youth is
not going unnoticed in the insurance industry. Several insurance
companies market to the young
and healthy with plans that have
low monthly premiums but high
deductibles.
One of these is a plan called

Tonik, developed by Blue Cross
Blue Shield specifically for 19-to30-year-olds, either without jobs,
or with employers who don’t offer
health insurance benefits. Tonik is
available in California, Colorado
and Nevada and involves low premiums in three packages: “Thrill
Seeker,” “Part-Time Daredevil”
and “Calculated Risk-taker.”
Deductibles range from $5,000 for
the “Thrill Seeker” to $1,500 for
the “Calculated Risk-taker.”
Premiums are from $96 to $132
per month. Currently the UM Blue
Cross Blue Shield plan’s premium
works out to about $102 a month.
Tonik’s trendy Web site is
young and sassy in its explanations of its insurance packages.
“Thanks to you and your hearty
self,” it says, “we’re able to offer
lower-priced health care because
your needs are less demanding.
You cost us less. We cost you
less.”
Seninger said it makes sense to
market this type of insurance to
the young.
“Young people are healthier
than old people, so why pay
more?” he said. “It’s probably a
good bet on the part of the
company.”
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BRENNA MOORE
MONTANA KAIMIN

Shane McMillan / Montana Kaimin

Marketing major Keelie Brandt holds a position in her yoga class Tuesday evening in the Rec Center. Brandt says she chose yoga because it helps her relax
and clears her head.

Do you find yourself not getting
enough sleep? Do you feel like
you’re always busy and never have
time to relax? Students at the
University of Montana often take
shortcuts in order to get the most
done with the amount of time they
have. But this technique may be
causing unwarranted amounts of
stress. Several health experts around
Missoula offered some basic advice
on the best ways to deal with stress
without causing more.
• Get enough sleep
Not getting enough sleep makes
people feel off for the entire day,
said Linda Green, Curry Health
Center’s Health Enhancement director. By not maintaining healthy sleep
patterns, some students make up for
feeling tired by ingesting too much
caffeine, which increases stress. By
going to bed at the same time each
night, a person’s body is more balanced and therefore has the ability to
combat stress, said Dallas Seaber, a
licensed acupuncturist.
• Maintain healthy eating habits
Eat right, drink plenty of water
and stick to healthy eating habits
once you establish them. Eat
throughout the day, and make sure
you’re getting enough protein,
Green said.
“(Students have) so much stuff on
(their) plate, always going, going,
going…(They’re) not getting the
nutrition they need and that stresses
their body even more,” Green said.
“Eating candy bars and drinking
Coke aren’t good for your stress levels.” Seaber said.
• Take a break or exercise
Take a walk outside, go play basketball, go for a hike or just find a
spot where you can sit, be still and
count your breath for 20 minutes,
said Tam Armstrong, a nationally
certified massage therapist.
“Do something you enjoy,” she
said.
“When people are studying hard,
they forget they can spare 15 minutes to relax,” she said. In doing that,
students will find they can actually
study better, she said. But if you’re a
person who relaxes at a bar, that
might not be the best approach,
Green said, as alcohol can interfere
with sleep patterns.
But health experts also had advice
for students looking to reduce their
stress levels that were pertinent to
each of their fields.
Massages are great for generally
relieving stress after taking an exam
or intensely studying all week long,
said Rachel Romanelli, director of
the Montana School of Massage and
a certified massage therapist.
Massage therapy helps relax you
spiritually, mentally and physically

and releases endorphins and makes
you feel happy, Armstrong said.
Massage therapy relaxes the central nervous system, which leads to a
decreased heart rate and a calmer
mind, said Caitlin Copple, a certified
massage therapist and Pilates
instructor.
Massages in Missoula generally
range from $35 to $75, depending
on how long and what kind of massage you get. To schedule a massage, call the Montana School of
Massage at 549-9244, Shear
Perfection located at UM’s
University Center at 721-1166 or
Copple at 549-3813.
Another way to relieve tension is
to incorporate activities like stretching or yoga into your daily routine,
as these activities remind you to
release the tension you are holding
in various parts of your body.
Yoga is great for stress reduction
because there is a calming nature
about it, said Sonja Tysk, fitness program manager at UM’s Recreation
Center. By doing yoga, students can
decrease their blood pressure, lower
their heart rate and reduce overall
stress, she said.
The Curry Health Center’s Health
Enhancement program offers several services to students who wish to
stress less. They have one-on-one
free consultations to help students
figure out what is causing their
stress, how to relieve it and how to
manage it for the future, Green said.
“We find that people just need to
slow down, step back and take a
look at themselves,” Green said.
To make an appointment, call the
Health Enhancement office at 2432809.
The program also has free information packets and brochures on
time management, eating healthy
and reducing stress that students can
pick up, as well as a free CD that
features a guided relaxation exercise. Health Enhancement is located
on the second floor of the Curry
Health Center at the East entrance.
For a holistic approach to stress
management, try acupuncture, a
form of Chinese medicine that is
used to relieve stress as well as
many other ailments, Dallas said.
“(Acupuncture) is just a calming
exercise,” he said.
A lot of the time, everything a person thinks or does is based on brain
and body chemistry and hormonal
balance, and all of these things are
changed for the better and put into
balance with acupuncture, Seaber
said.
Appointments cost $90, and follow-ups are $60. Call the
Acupuncture Clinic at 728-1600 to
make an appointment.
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Eighteen-month-old Kamilah Walden-Zeiler takes
the grand prize of a miniature grizzly bear during the halftime costume contest at the men’s
basketball exhibition game Tuesday evening.
Walden-Zeiler won the crowd over with her ladybug costume and youthful charm.

Shane McMillan / Montana Kaimin

Even President Dennison’s portrait was decorated
for the University’s faculty and staff Halloween
party in Brantley Hall.

The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and
the oldest and strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown.
H. P. Lovecraft
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Fire burn, and cauldron bubble ...

Top Left: “Hairnet Policewoman” Cristin Taylor inspects the
sandwich bar at the Food Zoo on Halloween. As a food production coordinator, Taylor and part of the staff make a walkthrough of the buffet before opening it to make sure that it is
up to standard and sanitary. Photo by Shane McMillan.
Middle Left: Jack-o’-lanterns left over from Monday night’s
pumpkin carving in Craig Hall greet guests at the front door.
Several other dorms also held pumpkin carving parties as social
events for their residents. Photo by Shane McMillan.
Middle Right: UM students Gavin Workman and Alia Floren
sport their costumes while relaxing in front of the Fine Arts
Building Tuesday afternoon. Floren sewed her Mary, Queen of
Scots, costume herself. Workman found his costume in the kid’s
section of Wal-Mart, calling it Leonardo the “Punk” Ninja Turtle.
“I threw the punk (jacket) in there ‘cause it’s so cold out here.”
Photo by Shane McMillan.
Bottom Left: The UM Pep Band shows its Halloween spirit
Tuesday during the men’s basketball exhibition game by dressing up in costume for the spooky holiday. Photo by Eleena
Fikhman.

The University of Montana campus celebrated Halloween in a
multitude of ways Tuesday: halftime at the men’s exhibition
basketball game featured a costume contest, the faculty and staff
held a Halloween party in Brantley Hall, several dorms carved
pumpkins and many students trick-or-treated both on and
around campus. So, what did you do on the spookiest night of
the year?
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In the face of El Niño, local ski areas hope for snowy season
HANNAH HEIMBUCH
MONTANA KAIMIN

Map by Ashley McKee

Though snow is already dusting
Montana’s peaks above-average levels, a possible El Niño winter may
yet stand in the way of a perfect ski
season.
“We started off fairly active with
above-normal precipitation, and a
little on the cool side,” said Peter
Felsch, a meteorologist with the
National
Weather
Service’s
Missoula office. “We’re already
above normal for this time of year.”
As of Monday, Stuart Mountain
had about 180 percent of the historical average for Oct. 30, Felsch said.
Stuart Mountain is the weather service’s measuring point closest to the
Snowbowl ski area, just 20 minutes
north of Missoula.
Felsch said parts of southwestern
Montana also saw snow levels
around 180 percent of the usual
depth, and the Flathead Basin is at
about 112 percent. The Bitterroot
Valley is one of the only areas below
average, with just 80 percent of its
typical Oct. 30 snowfall.

While the weather has put many
of Western Montana’s ski slopes on
the fast track to a fully powdered
mountain, there’s no guarantee that
trend will continue through the season.
“That’s the big thing that’s kind of
a question mark right now,” Felsch
said. “The Climate Prediction
Center is predicting an El Niño
year.”
An El Niño year typically means
milder temperatures and drier
weather. “They swing around to
warmer snow levels,” Felsch said.
“It can vary of course. Overall it
wouldn’t bode very well for the ski
resorts.”
Montana’s ski resorts are keeping
a close eye on snow pack, and several may be shooting for an early
opening.
“We
usually
open
on
Thanksgiving Day,” said Peter
Pitcher, owner of Discovery Ski
Area, located 90 miles east of
Missoula. “We were just talking
about how a lot of years we open
with less snow than we have right
now.”
While Discovery could be open
now, Pitcher said the lifts will only
start running early if conditions are
optimal, and the south face of the
mountain gets about eight more
inches. He said the north face
already has 15 inches on top and
eight at the base.
Other mountains are still tentative
on their opening dates. Snowbowl
has penciled in a Nov. 24 first day,
and Big Sky Resort, about four and
a half hours southeast of Missoula,
has so far marked Nov. 23 for its
opener. According to its Web site,
Big Sky had 19 inches of snow at
midmountain last week and 34 at the
top.
Judy Grasser, co-owner of Lost
Trail Powder Mountain, just south
of the Bitterroot Valley, said
although unusually high snowfall
allowed Lost Trail to open Nov. 13
last year, she and the staff typically
shoot for the first week of
December.
“We’ve probably got about 4
inches,” Grasser said. She said it’s
staying cold, and expects any snowfall from now on to stick around.
“We’d probably like to have another
at least 2 feet,” she said.
Northwest of Missoula on the

Montana-Idaho border, Lookout
Pass Ski Area may have the first
open slopes. The mountain opened
on Nov. 11 last year, though typically its first day is closer to Nov. 18.
“There is a very slim chance for
this weekend,” said Casey Hatfield,
mountain manager at Lookout. “We
need probably another 10 inches of
wet snow.
Though he’s optimistic, Hatfield
said he’s heard El Niño rumors as
well.
“It depends on Mother Nature,”
he said. “Hopefully it’s going to be a
great one, but I’ve heard both
reports. One is El Niño, one is we’re
supposed to be dumped on. It’s still
mixed out there.”
Some people have noticed that
warmer winters are becoming more
common. Grasser’s father bought
Lost Trail in 1967, and she’s been
working and skiing at the mountain
most of her life.
“I honestly think that it is
warmer,” she said. “It seems like the
snow comes later in the fall, and it
just doesn’t seem like winter’s quite
as long. I remember when I was a little girl, there’d be snow on the valley floor, and it would stay all winter. (Now) it tends to melt off.”
When it comes to more technical
changes, Grasser said she’s hoping
to make Lost Trail’s recent expansion fully accessible this year, rather
than on the weekends only, like last
season.
“That added another 600 acres,
and probably another 18 to 20 runs,”
she said.
As far as your wallet goes, daily
lift tickets at most mountains have
gone up a bit. Lost Trail is up a dollar to $29 per day, Lookout Pass is
up $2 to $28 (though students pay
$25) and Discovery rose to $32. Big
Sky is $49 and Snowbowl is $32,
both student rates.
If you’re considering a season
pass, most mountains are still offering a preseason deal. Today is the
last day to buy preseason passes to
Discovery. Preseason student passes
are $300 instead of $330.
Snowbowl’s cutoff is Nov. 12,
after which student passes are $490
instead of $425.
If Lost Trail is your mountain of
choice, grab a pass before Nov. 15
for $425 and save $75.
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Pumpkin carving competition
brings Mayor Engen to c a m p u s
Missoula Mayor John Engen came to the Oval Tuesday on a clear Autumn afternoon to
award the top prize in the Great Kaimin Pumpkin-Off, occasionally known as Missoula’s
premiere pumpkin-carving competition.
The goal of the event was to get University of Montana students to exercise their creative
muscle and have a chance to win a nice sum of money at the same time, thought Kaimin
Arts Editor and competition organizer Danny Bobbe to himself as he tried to find a greater
good among all the nonsense he created.
Seventeen students and one faculty member submitted pumpkins before last Friday’s
deadline. Two students, heartbreakingly, turned in their gourds a few days late and were not
allowed to enter the competition. This was because a great number of pumpkins began to
rot and had to be preserved digitally before they turned into pumpkin mud (see montanakaimin.com for the nice pictures). And the resulting four-foot poster of the fruits (apparently not vegetables) could not be remade to fit the late, but very well-crafted, entries. A real
shame.
Thank you Mayor Engen and event sponsor Midnight Dreams. Thank you UM students
and cheers to James Brown for making his biggest comeback yet in pumpkin form.
–D.B.

Shane McMillan / Montana Kaimin

Missoula Mayor John Engen points out notable entries in the Great Kaimin Pumpkin-Off on the Oval Tuesday afternoon. Engen
chose from among 18 entrants. After a short deliberation he selected Brett Svetlik’s pumpkin rendition of entertainer James
Brown.

Shane McMillan / Montana Kaimin
Winner of the Great Kaimin Pumpkin-Off Brett Svetlik holds up his $100 check and custom-made trophy.
Svetlik, a UM art student, and his pumpkin beat out a field of gourds that included a pirate pumpkin, a Grizzly
logo and some other more traditional designs.

Svetlik’s winning pumpkin (on the left), followed by a George Bush spin by Erica Doornek and, on
the far right, Tammy McKee’s “Cannibal Lecter.”
See all of the pumpkins that entered the competition at www.montanakaimin.com

Still life makes for lively art
DYL AN LASL OVICH
MONTANA KAIMIN
Don’t just stand there. Let professor Rafael Chacon’s 19th
century European art history class do that for you.
Chacon’s class is reenacting six classic paintings during
the course of the semester. The first one was held last in
Main Hall to John Vanderlyn’s 1804 painting, “Death of Jane
McCrea.” Students involved had to strike, and more importantly hold, a pose for 45 minutes.
This style of performance is a French art form called
“tableau vivant” which translates to “living picture.”
“It’s an old art form; a theatrical staging of a painting
where actors pose as the figures in the painting,” said Lucy
Beard, a member of Chacon’s class.
“Basically it’s a live restaging of an old painting,” Chacon
said.
This is Chacon’s 13th year teaching at the University of
Montana but the first time he had his class perform a tableau
vivant.
“I was going to have students research these classic paintings anyways,” Chacon said. “I’m always trying to think of
ways of getting students to relive these paintings instead of
just researching them. I figured it would be fun.”
When he first presented his idea to the class, his students
were skeptical, Chacon said.
“I think they are really stoked about it now,” he said. “I’m
sure it’s going to be difficult to hold their poses for 45 minutes.”
Along with the motionless students the displays included
presentations about the painting and the artist.
Throughout the course of the semester Chacon’s class will
recreate six classic paintings of his choice.
“It was very tricky picking the paintings,” he said. “The
issue is finding important paintings that could be reasonably
done. And then trying to fit the individuals with the pictures
was also a challenge.”
Tuesday night the first group recreated John Vanderlyn’s
1804 piece, “Death of Jane McCrea.”
“This one is really dramatic and it’s set during the
American Revolution,” Beard said. “(McCrea) sympathized
with the British and she gets kidnapped by Native

Amanda Determan/Montana Kaimin

UM professor of Fine Arts Rafael Chacon opens the first installation of his series of “tableaux vivant” Wednesday evening in Main Hall. The tableaus are living
reenactments of famous paintings, during which the actors – Chacon’s Art of the 19th Century students – must hold the painted poses.

Americans. McCrea gets scalped and the painting is depicting that scene moments before she’s killed. It was a propaganda piece for the American cause even though she wasn’t
supporting American troops.”
In order to recreate the paintings as best as possible the
students must come up with the right costumes, make-up and
back drop.
“We built a gigantic frame and painted a backdrop of the
scene,” Beard said. “It’s going to be very theatrical and well

presented.”
The next group will be on display Nov. 9 at 7:15 p.m. On
Nov. 15 there will be two groups presenting from 5:15 p.m.
The remaining two groups will present on Nov. 29 and Dec.
6 from 5:15 p.m. They will all take place in room 210 of
Main Hall.
So what happens if an actor or actress has to use the restroom?
“I think the audience will be very forgiving,” Chacon said.
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White digs up UM career record against Northern Arizona
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

UM junior libero Jackie White attempts to get a dig record Saturday night’s volleyball match against Northern Arizona. White set a UM record for career digs
against NAU and now has 1,327 digs since she came to Montana in 2004.

As a junior libero on the
University of Montana’s volleyball team, Jackie White is already
proving she can get the job done.
On Saturday against Northern
Arizona, White became UM’s alltime leader in digs. White totaled
15 digs on the night, putting her at
1,314, beating Erin Adams’
(1996-2000) record by 13.
“Jackie puts herself in the right
spot,” UM head coach Jerry
Wagner said. “She’s such a team
oriented person and wants to help
the team, and that’s why she’s in
the position that she’s in. Ninetynine percent of the time, Jackie’s
out there making plays.”
After the game on Saturday,
White said she had few words to
describe what she was feeling.
“I haven’t really realized it yet;
it’s awesome,” White said. “I’ve

got to give it up for my team
though, that’s what made me get
those (digs).
White came to Montana from
Bellevue, Wash., in 2004, and was
immediately thrust into the starting libero job.
“I had no clue (what I was
doing) because it was my first
year ever playing libero,” White
said. “I was just in it to just get as
many digs as I could and play as
hard as I could ‘cause that’s all I
could do.”
After recording a team-high
4.20 digs her freshman year,
White played every singe match
last year and averaged 5.19 digs
per game. She also recorded a
conference-record 46 digs in a
match against Weber State.
“It’s fun, I love it,” White said
of the libero position. “(I love)
getting that dig that they think is
down; picking up that ball that no
one thinks is going to be up.”

Strong second half helps Griz avoid exhibition upset
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN
There were some good costumes at Dahlberg Arena Tuesday
night for the University of
Montana men’s basketball exhibition game, but the scariest costume, at least to the Concordia
basketball team, had to be UM jersey number 34, Andrew Strait.
Strait had a game-high 30
points on 14 of 18 shooting in
only 24 minutes in Montana’s 8865 victory over the Cavaliers in an
exhibition match. Most of his
points came from layups that were
set up by near-perfect passes.
“I think probably half my buckets were just wide open lay-ins,”
said the junior Strait. “I got to
credit my teammates, they did a
great job once we got in transition.”
The main distributor was senior
Bryan Ellis who came off the
bench to dish out a game-high
seven assists and get two steals in
21 minutes of play.
Ellis said it’s nice to play with
such a dominant post player like
Strait, who is able to finish down
low.
“He’s a great post,” Ellis said.

“I love playing with him because I
know if I pass it to him he’s going
to finish.”
Things didn’t go so smoothly
for the Griz to start the game.
Both teams went back and forth in
the first half with neither team
gaining much of an edge on the
other.
The Griz shot 50 percent from
the field, but it was their defense
that was lacking. The Cavaliers
shot 8 of 17 from 3-point range in
the first half to take a 41-39 lead
going into halftime.
The Cavaliers were led by senior guard Ernie Rama, who had 14
points on 6 of 7 shooting in the
first half. Concordia junior guard
Desmond Meray chipped in with
10 points in the first half.
“We came out and we didn’t get
in their face so they hit some early
shots – open shots – got their confidence going,” said UM first-year
head coach Wayne Tinkle. “Then
we played pretty good ‘D’ and
they still hit tough shots, so credit
to them in that first half.”
In the second half things went
south for the Cavaliers quickly.
The Griz went on an early 14-4
run with Strait scoring 10 points in
the run, eight of which came on

Want a front-row seat at UM
sporting events? Become a
Kaimin photographer. Apply ...

layups. That put the Griz up 53-45
with more than 15 minutes left to
play and they would never let the
Cavaliers get any closer than five
points for the rest of the game.
UM senior forward Matt
Dlouhy credited the team’s
defense for sparking the run that
put the Griz in control.
“We picked up the defensive
intensity in the second half and
once we did that the offense started flowing and everything was
coming easy,” said Dlouhy, who
scored 15 points and grabbed
eight rebounds in 24 minutes of
play.
Although the Cavaliers put up a
fight in the first half, Tinkle said
that’s what he’s looking for in the
exhibition games.
“It couldn’t have been more
perfect,” Tinkle said. “You don’t
want to beat teams by 40 in the
exhibition season because you
don’t learn anything from it.”

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

Sophomore forward Jordan Hasquet
leaps for a rebound during Tuesday
night’s exhibition game against
Concordia University. The Grizzlies
beat the Cavaliers 88-65.
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Winans’ decorated collegiate career nears its end
AMBER KUEHN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Lindsay Winans is carefree and
easygoing, and she doesn’t take
anything too critically, but that’s a
far cry from the competitive forward she is on the soccer field.
“I’m definitely not the same
person on the field, I’m really
competitive,” she said. “Soccer’s
always been kind of my release,
and I expect the most out of
myself and others.”
The 5-foot-11 senior, who dons
the No. 11 jersey on the
University of Montana soccer
team, has lived up to those expectations. Winans has scored 29
goals during her career at UM,
eight of which were game winners. Her sophomore year she was
named the Big Sky Conference
Offensive MVP, a feat she followed up this year. She is one of
three who have received the honor
twice.
She was also named BSC Player
of the Week earlier this year after
picking up her second hat trick
against Northern Arizona. Winans
also became the all-time conference leader in shots taken.
Winans, 21, said she was 4 or 5
years old when she kicked her first
soccer ball. She remembers playing games with her brother, sister
and neighbors.
“We would always set up goals
between trees and garbage cans,”
Winans said.

She continued to play forward outdoors, another reason why
for her high school soccer team in Montana was a good fit. She likes
Tigard, Ore., and helped lead her floating the river, hiking, biking
team to three state championships. and running, and takes pride in the
She was also the 2002 Oregon fact that she’s cliff jumped into a
Gatorade Player of the Year. In river before.
addition to soccer, she competed
“I’m really afraid of heights, so
in track and basketball.
it was a big deal that I did it,” she
Winans was recruited by said. “I’m proud of myself for
Montana in 2003,
doing that.”
and said it was an
Life on the
easy decision to
soccer
field
come to school
isn’t over yet
here. She said she
for
Winans,
fell in love with
whose
team
the state, the team
just clinched a
and the beauty of
spot in the
the campus while
BSC tournaon a college visit.
ment with a
Winans
was
win
over
one of the first in
E a s t e r n
her family to
Washington on
attend a college
Sunday. This
outside
of
was her ultiOregon.
mate goal from
“My
whole
the beginning,
Winans
family is from
and
she’s
Oregon, so they all went to happy with how her senior season
Oregon or Oregon State,” she has gone.
said. “I was kind of the odd duck
“It’s been pretty up and down,
in the family for deciding to go but it wouldn’t be complete without of state.”
out wins and losses,” Winans said.
There’s another side to this “I’m not ready for it to be done
Griz, whose intensity and aggres- with.”
siveness on the field is apparent.
But once her time here at UM is
When she’s not playing soccer, complete, she plans to apply to
she likes to go out singing and nursing school. She isn’t sure
dancing with her friends.
where yet, maybe Portland, but
“I’m a dancing machine,” she said her future might involve playsaid with a smile. “I’m just a big ing or coaching soccer wherever
kid.”
she may be.
Winans is also a big fan of the
Whether in soccer or in life,

www.montanakaimin.com

Winans is always striving to
achieve her next goal. It’s no surprise to learn her favorite quote:
“Reach for the moon, because
even if you miss you’ll land
among the stars.”
“I’m a big believer in having
big dreams,” Winans said.
“College soccer was a dream for
me when I was younger, and now
I’m setting another goal for
myself with nursing school.”
She said that even if she doesn’t
accomplish all of her goals, she
knows she’ll still end up where
she’s supposed to be.
“And if that’s with the stars,
that’s OK,” she said with a laugh.
Head coach Neil Sedgwick said
Winans’ presence on the field will
certainly be missed when she
graduates, as she is a positive team
leader.
“She’s a strong individual in our
program,” he said. “She helps her
teammates all the time.”
Senior teammate MacKenzie
Murphy said Winans is everything
one could want in a friend and
teammate.
“Lindsay is just one of the
greatest athletes,” she said. “You
can see a switch go on, and it’s a
Lindsay Winans show.”
Winans said she’s enjoyed it all
— sliding on the field, diving for
headers and rolling around in the
mud.
“It’s all been a surreal experience,” she said. “Hopefully it’s
not the end, and won’t be a defining factor of me as a player.”

Substance abuse
policy sacks four
Bozeman preps
BOZEMAN (AP) - Four
Bozeman High football players
have been dismissed from the
team for violating the school's
substance-abuse policy, the
superintendent said.
The team will play Friday's
first-round Class AA playoff
game without quarterback John
Stinson, backup QB Caleb
Campbell, senior fullback/linebacker Jimmy Underhill and
senior center Carson Cowles.
Bozeman football coach Troy
Purcell declined to comment
about the dismissals Monday,
but acknowledged that senior
strong safety Kellen Pierson will
start at quarterback.
Bozeman School District
Superintendent Mike Redburn
said the dismissals followed an
investigation by Purcell and
Athletic Director Randy Russell
into an out-of-school party
involving alcohol.
"It's a real disappointment, I'm
sure," Redburn said. "The students not only let down themselves and probably their parents, but their teammates and
coaches."
School district policy prohibits athletes from using or possessing alcohol, or attending
events where alcohol is
involved.
Bozeman (4-5), seeded eighth
in the Class AA playoffs, meets
top-ranked and defending state
champion Billings West (8-1)
Friday night in Billings.

